
My dear Ruth,

It was nice of you all to look for me at the Genetical, but I had to keep an eye on the five o'clock train, and went off with the Michies to tea shortly after four. Still, we were there till after four-thirty, though perhaps not until after the meeting broke up in the lecture theatre.

What a nice job to have fixed Unger and Wieners' U. We shall only need anti-S<sup>+</sup> to be well set up!

As your evidence stands, of course, there must be about 20% which would react to this reagent, and that is a nice level for comparing different parts of Africa.

How well the exploration of that continent seems to be going? My class was amused at your 0, 50, and 100%! By the way, in my class this year my two Africans, of whom you have made such good use already, contain a Hunter from Uganda, namely Kibuka Musoke, who is also S+, and I wondered whether he had been tested for since at present the association of the Hunter genes are indeterminate. He is NN. The other, from West Africa, is also NN, but S- and therefore Na/Ns, perversely he is neither Hunter or Henshaw; he seems, however, to be co-operating with your new antibody.
I hope you are prepared to write a lot more news letters like your last one.

Sincerely yours,